
Scam of the Week™

September 25, 2015, Austin

World Tour continues with autumn under a full moon Sunday, too bad the 

Mighty Mighty Horns game is not played at night.

Joke of the Week™ A mother superior tells two nuns that they are 

remodeling the cloister and that they are to paint their room without getting any 

paint on their habits. 

At their room one nun says to the other, “Letʼs take off all our clothes, put 

them out of the way and lock the door?” The other nun agrees so they take off all 

their clothes and begin painting the room.

Soon there is a knock on the door. “Who is it?” asks one of the nuns . . . 

visit The Reverend Tony™ for the Joke of the Week™.

RIP Lawrence Peter "Yogi" Berra, sunrise May 12, 1925 sunset September 

22, 2015. "Nobody goes there anymore, it's too crowded."

“It ainʼt over till itʼs over”
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Fútbol Chelski 2-0 Arsenal who finished the match with nine after Gabriel 

and Cazorla were sent off Cazorla for a second yellow  and Gabriel for retaliation 

on Costa who taunted Gabriel a second time at the insistence of match referee 

Mike Dean who once again proved beyond doubt that he is a bad referee and a 

homer. 

Arsenal advanced in CapitalOne Cup at Tottenham 1-2 both goals from 

Flamini. Tomorrowʼs road trip to King Power Stadium for mid-day match with 

Leicester City. From 9:00a cdt on USA.

Football Swooners survived 52-38 Tulsa which offense played too much 

like Baylor which does not bode well for Swooners, off this week before 

conference begins at home with West Virginia

Mighty Mighty Horns covered but lost 44-45 California, host Okie State 

tomorrow  are as a home dog +3 but with an offense and afternoon kick-off which 

is perfect for Mattʼs Famous El Rancho. From 2:30p cdt only from DKR 

Memorial Stadium and Spa and ESPN,

37 days until daylight savings time ends

Password tonight is “Cathode ray tube.”

Peace, love, and margaritas at Mattʼs Famous El Rancho, I remain The 

Reverend Tony™.

Polyticks  Scott “Letʼs Get To Work” Walker, no relation, left the Clown 

Train™ at the Simi Valley station and there was much rejoicing.  Word to Walker, 
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no relation, no one will vote for work, but will vote for great such as Donald 

“Make America Great Again!” Trump.

78 days and Willie is still on the Bus®. Praise the Lord!!

Light, sweet crude settled at $44.91 down 4.2%, as natural gas is also 

down 2.3% at $2.591. The €uro is also also down 1.5% at $1.1218.

1 dead this week in The War Without End, Amen™ = 12 for the year.
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